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Abstract

In this work we investigate the spectrum of the relativistic counterpart

of the Krönig-Penney Hamiltonian perturbed by a non-positive
potential W whose 1 + 5-moment is finite for some S > 0.

It will be shown that, differently from the non-relativistic case,
in the relativistic case one may find more than one bound state in
each remote gap under the same assumptions on W. Nevertheless, it
will be shown that such additional bound states cannot appear in the
range of energies of solid state physics.
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1) Introduction.

In this paper we investigate the bound states of the relativistic counterpart of the

Schrôdinger operator considered in (1).

The relativistic analogue of the Krönig-Penney model has been investigated in (2) and

the main results of that analysis have been summarised in (3) Appendix J.

Here we consider the relativistic Hamiltonian of (2) perturbed by a non-positive potential

W satisfying the same assumption as in (1), i.e.

/ (1 + |x|)1+*|W(x)[ dx<oo (1.1)
Jr

The most important difference between the relativistic case and the non-relativistic one

is that in the former there may be cases in which the Hamiltonian has more than only

one bound state in each remote gap of both the positive and negative part of its essential

spectrum. Nevertheless, we shall be able to provide a condition because of which it will

follow that if the periodic potential and the impurity are in the range of energies of solid-

state physics there cannot be more than one bound state in each sufficiently remote gap of

the essential spectrum.

Let us now give a brief description of the contents of this paper.

In section 2 we compute the Green's function for the Hamiltonian Ha, the relativistic

analogue of the Krönig-Penney Hamiltonian considered in (1).

In section 3 the method used in (1) will be applied in order to estimate the number of

bound states of Ha — XW (X > 0, W > 0) in the remote gaps of its essential spectrum. As

anticipated, it will be seen that one may find more than one bound state in each remote

gap. The nature of the possible additional bound states is different from that of the bound
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state arising from the one-dimensional divergence of the Birman-Schwinger kernel at both

endpoints of each spectral gap since the additional bound states disappear as bound states

in the non-relativistic limit (c —? oo) while that particular eigenvalue converges to the

nonrelativistic bound state as c —? 0. Therefore such additional bound states are to be regarded

as Dirac localised states according to the terminology introduced in papers such as (4) and

(5) while the other eigenvalue is said to be a relativistic bound state.

In relation to the papers just mentioned, it will be shown that in the particular case of

an interstitial impurity given by a ^-function of strength A situated at the midpoint between

two adjacent lattice sites there is a Dirac localised state in each gap where the discriminant

is greater than two when both the periodic potential and the impurity are attractive.

2) The Green's function of Ha -ic-fc ® oi + \c2 ® a3 + a £m€Z 6(- - (2m + l)w)

inside the gaps of its essential spectrum.

In this section we will determine the relativistic equivalent of the Green's function of

(!)•

First of all, let us recall that the free Dirac Hamiltonian in one dimension is given by

fr ¦ d 1
2

Ho -tC— ® <7i + -C ®<73
ax I

T -'c£ (2.1)

with V(Ho) H2'X(1R) ® C2 C L2(m.) ® <C2. cx and a3 appearing in (2.1) are the usual

Pauli matrices

ci »(fa) (2.2)
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(2-3)0 -0

Following (3), the operator Ha H0 + «Z)m€z*(' _ (2fn + 1)'r)is determined as the

self-adjoint operator given by

Ha Hq

f V(Ha) {fe H2<x(m. - (2TL + l)x ® (C2|/i 6 ^C^IR),/2 € AC,oc(IR - (22Z + l)7r);

l h ((2m + l)w+) - h ((2m + 1)*_) -f/i ((2m + 1)tt)}

(2.4)

A complete description of the spectrum of Ha can be found in (2) and (3).

As it has been done in the second section of Ref.(l), we shall carry out all the

calculations leading to the Green's function for E belonging to a gap where the discriminant is

greater than 2 since it wiU be clear how to proceed for the gaps of the other type.

In this case the equation corresponding to (2.2) in (1) is given by

[-** ® <Tl + |c2 ® a3] 4> E<j>

<t>(2w) : e^CJ)
(f>2(T+) - 4>2(*-) ---- -f*iOO

(2.5)

with

U)
in all the gaps where D(E) > 2 see (2), (3) and also (6) for the general theory of periodic

Dirac equations), while in the gaps with D(E) < —2 the only modification is a minus sign

in front of the exponential in the boundary condition in (2.5).
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The first equation in (2.5) leads to the following system of first-order differential equations

-ìc£4>2 (e-Ì)4>i
-ic£<i>i (E+Ç)<h

(2.6)

where [E[ > ^-.

Although some long calculations are required, it is straightforward to obtain the solution

of (2.4), namely

>-(!)
with

f <f>f (x) e±me [cos k(E)(x - 2mw) + <^f± cot k(E)w sin k(E)(x - 2mx)|

\ d$(x) i(j(E))-1 e±e [sin k(E)(x - 2mw) - «|f=l cot k(E)w cos k(E)(x - 2m;r)]

(2.7)

2

Vx 6 [(2m - l)ir,(2m + l)ff),Vm e TL with k(E) \\JE2 - ^ and -y(E) ^y and 9

defined by means of the relativistic counterpart of the Krönig-Penney relation, i.e.

cosh 9 cos 2wk(E) + yi(E) sin 2wk(E) (2.8)

since in the gaps we are considering the right-hand side of (2.8) is a half of the discriminant.

By using the formula

W(<j>+,r) 4>ì(x)4>-(x) - <t>t(x)4>7(x) (2-9)

we obtain the Wronskian for our system, namely

W(E) 2i(-y(E))~1ß(9) cot k(E)w (2.10)
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with ß(9) defined as in (1).

The Green's function can be obtained by means of the analogue of (2.14) in (1), i.e.

889

r (r „• n - * / *+(*)n*(j/), * <
a{ 'y' ' * -icW(E) \ 4>-(x)[<l>+ny) x >

where

(2.11)

[**]*=(tf 4)
for any E in the gaps where D(E) > 2.

Accordingly, the entries of the 2 x 2-matrix expressing the Green's function are given

by

[(Ha-Erx]u(x,y) ^-eA^ l»x

(ß(9))~x tan k(E)w cos k(E)(x - 2mw) cos k(E)(y - 2nw)+

-ß(9) cot k(E)w sin k(E)(x - 2mw) sin k(E)(y - 2nw)+

— sin k(E)(\x — y[ — 2[m — n[w) (2.12)

2c[(ila-E)-1]i2(x,y) -l
(ß(9))~l tank(E)w cosk(E)(x - 2mw)sink(E)(y - 2n7r)+

+ß(9) cot Jk(£)x sin A:(£)(x - 2mx) cos k(E)(y - 2nw)+

—sgn(x — y)cosk(E)([x — y[ — 2[m — ra|7r) (2.13)
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[(^a-J5)-1]2i(x,î,) fae-l"-«l«x

(ß(9))~l tan k(E)w sin k(E)(x - 2mx) cos k(E)(y - 2nw)+

+ß(9) cot k(E)w cos k(E)(x - 2mw) sin k(E)(y - 2nw)+

+sgn(x — y) cos k(E)([x — y\ — 2\m — n\w) (2.14)

[^-^"1^=2^2cy(E)

(ß(9))-x tan k(E)w sin fc(£)(x - 2mx)sin k(E)(y - 2nw)+

-ß(9) cot k(E)w cos fc(£)(x - 2m7r) cos k(E)(y - 2nw)+

- sin k(E)([x -y[- 2|m - n|jr) (2.15)

for any x £ Im,y é In,m,n € ZS, where /m,m e 2Z are the same intervals appearing in (1).

FinaUy, it is not difficult to check that

\\[[-Yim(îîa-C^-E)-x=(Ha-Erx®(\ J) (2.16)

Ha being the Schrôdinger Hamiltonian of section 1, in agreement with (7).

5) Bound states of Ha + XW in the gaps of its essential spectrum.

In this section we will investigate the bound states of the relativistic analogue of the

Schrôdinger Hamiltonian considered in Rcf.(l).

We shall carry out all the proofs assuming a < 0 since everything can easily be repeated

for the case with a > 0. We should like to remind that Ha,ot < 0 is the Dirac Hamiltonian
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for a negatively charged one-dimensional particle of spin \ and mass m \ in a Krönig-

Penney crystal of positive ions.

In the foUowing proofs we shall only consider the gaps characterised by having Fa(E),

the right-hand side of (2.8), greater than 1 but it is clear from what has been seen in the

previous section that the same results can be obtained for the bound states in the gaps of

the other type by using the similar expression for the Green's function in those gaps.

In the following we shall consider the case of a perturbing potential W that is non-

positive corresponding to the case of an attractive impurity, i.e. W < 0, so that we shaU

look for those E's in the gaps for which there exists a nonzero <j> 6 £2(1R) ® <D2 satisfying

X[W[\(Ha-E)-l[W[h<j> 4> (3.1)

Following (3), the gaps we are going to consider are given by

(£2V0),f[(2A02 + c2]î) E>ct
A

(3.2)

It follows from the results of the previous section that for any E belonging to a gap

among those in (3.2) the Birman-Schwinger kernel can be written as foUows

5

[W[h(ka-E)~ [W[h YtÌ'](E) (3.3)
;=i

where Ta (E), I 1,2 are the rank-one operators given by

n^E)=mr^mL m\^{ei (wJ»>(*),.) (3.4)

n*HE)=-m^y m*ww (wUzhe),-) (3.5)
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and

W(*;E)

~4>P(x;E)

(3.6)

(3-7)

with
-y(E) e-H* cos k(E)(x - 2mw) \

ie-W>smk(E)(x-2mw) j
j(E) e-lml* sin k(E)(x - 2mx) \
-t e-lml* cos k(E)(x - 2mw) J

for any x € Im, Vm € 2L, $$(E) e (l2(IR) n i°°(IR)) ® <C2, / 1,2 and fil)(E), l 3,4,5

are the operators on Z2(ïït) ® (E2 whose integral kernels are jpven by

'[ti^Jx^E) [n3)]jx,y;E)^
fW(x,y;E)= (3.8)

K[ti\(x,y;E) [f<3»]22(x,,;£)y

with

[fi3>] {Xiy.E)_l{E)(ß(9))-xiank(E)w

¦\W(x)\\ cosk(E)(x - 2mw) [e-lm-nl« - e-(M+M)0J \W(y)\1 cosk(E)(y - 2njr) (3.9)

[ti%(x,y,E)
.(ß(0))-x tank(E)w

2c

•\W(x)\h cosk(E)(x - 2mw) [e-lm-"l* - e-(|ml+l»l)»j \W(y)\h sin k(E)(y - 2nw) (3.10)

tW}jx,y;E)
.(ß(0))~X tank(E)w

2c

¦\W(x)[2 sink(E)(x - 2mw) [e-lm-nl9 _ e-(|m|+|n|)«j |W(y)|icosk(E)(y - 2nw) (3.11)

r» \22( ,y' >~ 2n(E)

¦[W(x)\i sink(E)(x - 2mw) [e-lm-"l« _ e-(M+H)»l \W(y)\h\nk(E)(y - 2nw) (3.12)

Vx 6 Im,y eIn,Vm,n £ TL,
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(\f
fW(x,y;E)

[t^]u(x,y;E) [H4)]jx,y;E)^

{[n\(x,y;E) [H\(x,y;E)J
(3.13)

with

[ìÌ")}u(x,y;E) - -r(E)ß(0) cot k(E)w
2c

¦\W(x)[? sin k(E)(x - 2mw) \eA™-"\<> _ e-(|m|+l»l)*] \W(y)\h sin k(E)(y - 2nw) (3.14)

[fi\(x,y-,E) -im^Ê)l.
¦\W(x)[\ sin k(E)(x - 2m:r) [«H1"-"!« - e-<M-l>l)«l [W(y)\h cos k(E)(y - 2nw) (3.15)

[n\(x,y-,E) i^lk^.
•|W(x)|îcosfc(£:)(x-2mx) [e-lm-nl8 - e-(lml+H)«j [W(y)\hin k(E)(y - 2nw) (3.16)

\fW] (xyE)--mCOtkiE)*.

¦\W(x)[V cosk(E)(x - 2mw) \e~\m-n\e _ e_(|m|+H)0J \W(y}\\ c0Sk(E)(y - 2nw) (3.17)

Vx e Im,y € In, m,neTL,

[f<5>

fM(x,y;E)

with

[ti5)]n(x,y;E) [fi5)]i2(x,j,;£)N

[{fa\(x,y;E) [ti\(X,y;E))

[f^]n(x,y;E)

(3.18)
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~ì\W(x)\ì e-\m-n\eSÌJiuE)Qx _ j,| _ 2|m _ n|x)|VT(y)|J (3.19)
2c

[n\2(x,r,E):

fa|H^(x)|î e-|m-nl*sgn(x - y) cos k(E)([x - V\ ~ 2|m - n|x)|VF(j/)|2 (3.20)
2c

[t<5>]
2i

(x, y; E) - [t<5>]
a

(x, y; E) (3.21)

[nS)]22(x,r,E)= -^ [t^(E)]u(x,y;E) (3.22)

Vx £ Im,y £ In, m,n£TL.

First of all, we notice that the operators ts, (E), I 3,4,5 are self-adjoint trace-class

operators on Z2(ïït) ® <E2 since each of them is of the type

(Au Aï2\
\ A2i A22 }

with An A\x, A22 A22, j42i A\2 as trace-class operators on i2(IR) for any E

belonging to one of the gaps in (3.2) as follows from the fact that the integral kernels

involved are of the type of those appearing in (1).

By using the same technique used in the proof of Theorem 2.1. in (1) we can get a

completely analogous result under the assumption (1.1) on W. In order to simplify the

notation we shall use the symbol J\ to denote both J\ (L2(VA) ® <D2), the space to which

H'\E), 1 3,4,5 belong, and J, (I2(IR)), the space of [fi°] (E).

Lemma 3.1. Let W < 0 be a function satisfying (IA).
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Then ts, (E), I 3,4, can be made [\ ||j-j— continuous functions of E on each closed

interval

£2°W(o),f((2JV)2 + c2)2

£V+i)(0),-^((2A02 + c2)
C /'-—2 2\J ,VAT£IN

by defining

U3)(E%N(0)) ¦

fit

V

Ì3)]n(EZN(0)) [f^^O)^
Ta3)]2i(E%N(o)) [ri3)]22(£2V0))

(3.23)

with entries defined by means of their integral kernels as follows

\n3A (x,,;^(Q))=7(£2V0))tanfc(^(0))7r-
L J il C

|VF(x)|2 cosfc(£^v(0))(x - 2mx) [\m\ + [n[ - [m - m\] \W(y)\? cosk(E%N(0))(y ~ 2rax)

(3.24)

¦[W(x)[1 cosfc(£Sv(0))(x - 2m7r) [|m| + |n| - [m - n[] [W(y)[\ sink(E%N(0))(y ~ ?nw)

(3.25)

[ti3>]2i(.,,;^V0))^-tan^f(0))7r-

•|W^(x)|5 sin k(E%n(0))(x - 2mw) [[m\ + \n\ - [m - ra|] [W(y)\* cosk(E%N(0))(y - 2nw)

(3.26)
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IfW I (rr „• F" fùìì - *»"*(£%*, (0))t[*»],

¦\W(x)[1 sinfc(£Siv(0))(x - 2mx) [|m| + |n| - |m - n|] \W(x)\h sin k(E?N(0))(y - 2nx)

(3.27)

Vx6/m,y£/„, Vm,nç7L,

TÌ3)(|[(2AT)2 + c2]^=0 (3.28)

and similarly for the intervals on the negative semiaxis, while for Ts, (E) we have

tL4)(E2n(o)) o (3.29)

TM(1[(2N)2 + c2}^

1 [*«4)]
n (j K2JV>2 + c2lè) [^ì12 (2 f(2iV)2 + c2îè)

N

{&]„ (ftW + c2]*) [^>]22(f [(2tf)2 + c2]*)

with entries defined by means of their integral kernels as follows

(3.30)

[n4)]n («,y,\ [(2N)2 + c2] *) M72 (i [{2Ny + C2}^

•|I^(x)|2sinAra; [|TO|+|n| - |m-n|] \W(y)\V sinNy (3.31)

[t"} i2
(x,y; \ \(2N)2 + c2] *) ^7 (f [W + c2] *)

•|W(*)|ïsinJVx [|m| + |ra|-|m-n|] \W(y)$cosNy (3.32)
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[W]2i («. * \ Wf + c2} *) -ig7 (f [(2iV)2 + c2] i) •

•|W(x)|5 cosATx[|m| + |n| - |m - n|] \W(y)\ì sin Ny (3.33)

•|W(x)|5cosATx[|m| + |n|-|m-n|] |W(y)|i cosJVy (3.34)

Vx £ Im,y £ 7n, Vm,ra £ 2Z and similarly for the intervals on the negative semiaxis.

Ts, (E) is y Hj.,-continuous on each closed interval written above.

From (3.4) we see that the nonzero eigenvalue of the negative rank-one operator Ts '(E)

diverges as

£2V(0)+ E > -2
E - { 2NK " 2

2 (3.35)
I ^-(2N+i)(0)+ ^<-V

since

j (ß(0))~X tan k(E)w -* -oo as E -* E%N(0)+

\ (ß(0))~x tan k(E)w ^ 0 as E -» £2ajv+i(0)-

(/?(0))_1 tan fc(£)x - 0 as E — £^2iv(0)-
(/?(ô))_1 tan fc(£)x -+ -oo as £ -> £f(2Ar+i)(0)+

(21
while the nonzero eigenvalue of the positive rank-one operator Ta (E) diverges

(3.36)

(3.37)

ff[W + 0]> E>i
-f {(2N)2+c2]l E< '

2

since
-ß(0) cot Jfc(£)jr — 0 as£ -> £?N(°)+

-/?(0) cot fc(£)x ->• +0O as£ -? f [(2iV)2 + c2] î

-/3(0) cot k(E)w -» 0 as£ -+ £°(2JV+1)(0)+

-ß(0) cot k(E)w -> +00 as£ -, -f [(2JV)2 + c2]£

(3.39)

(3.40)
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Therefore, |W|3(.ff0 — 25)-1|W|3 has a large positive eigenvalue if E is in a left

neighbourhood of the right endpoint of each gap and a large negative eigenvalue if £ is in a right

neighbourhood of the left endpoint.

At this point we are going to prove some lemmas which will be useful in the following.

Lemma 3.2. If W < 0 satisfies (1.1) the operators

tP (±| [(2N)2 + c2] *) £ JX (I2(IR) ® <C2)

defined in Lemma 3.1. are positive.

Proof: It is an easy concequence of the positivity of the kernel |m| + |n| — |m - n\, which

has been shown in (1), and of the form of the 2x2 operator-valued matrix.»

Similarly, we have that ta (E) + ta (E) is a negative trace-class operator in any gap

of the type which is being considered.

Differently from its non-relativistic analogue the trace-class norm of the operators

ts, I ±f [(2AT)2 + c2]3 1 does not go to zero as N goes to infinity as the following lemma

shows.

Lemma 3.3. If W < 0 satisfies (1.1), then

lim
AT—oo

tW Ui [(27V)2 + c2] i) M Y f \m[\W(x)\ dx (3.41)

Proof: First of all, we notice that the trace-class norm of the 2x2 j7i-operator-valued

matrix (3.30) is given by the sum of the trace-class norms of its diagonal entries as follows

by using

(t)
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and

U)
as an orthonormal basis for L2(ïït) ® (C2, {fpi}Jlt being any orthonormal basis for Z2(ïït).

From the results of (1) we can compute the trace-class norm of both entries explicitly

and we obtain

||fw(±|[(2iV)2 + c2]5)||
II V l J\\jx

S 72f±f \(2N)2 + c2y\ Y f 2|m||W(x)|sin2ATx<fx+
lc { \ A / mezJim

+ Y f 2|mp'(x)|cos2JVx<fx ^ ~Y f [m\[W(x)[dx (3.42)
Jl„ N—rx C* *—i_ J r_

where we have exploited the identities sin2t '"^2', cos2t '-r^2', the Riemann-

Lebesgue lemma and the fact that ììmE-.±oa"/(E) 1.«

Furthermore, since the diagonal entries of tP(EN), En being either endpoint of the

N-th closed interval of the type being considered, contain the factor

l(EN) 1

it is clear that the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the operator does not go to zero as N —» ±oo.

However, the J^-norm of the operator, i.e. the trace of its fourth power, does due to the

oscillations of the convolution kernel.

Lemma 3.4. IfWe I1 (IR) then

where En is either endpoint of

ywiU^°

E%N(0),l((2N)2 + c2)?

£-(2iv+i)(0),-!((2A02 + c2)5

E> %

E<-c-

(3.43)
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Proof: Since

it easily follows that

P(EN)\\j4
Ja/

[tP(En)}

P(EN)§ < 2.max { [ri5>]..(£N) }
\\J4 .,,=1,2 y l J.; j4J

(3.44)

(3.45)

Therefore we must simply show that the J^-norm of each entry goes to zero as N goes

to infinity. Since all the entries have kernels of the type

\W\i(x)f(x-y)\W\ky)

where f(x — y) is either

sink(EN)(\x - v| - 2|m - n\w), Vx £ /m,Vy £ 7„, Vm,n € TL

sgn(x — y) cos k(EN)([x — y[ — 2[m — n[w), Vx £ Im,Vy £ InVm,n £ TL

the method of the proof is the same for all the entries and therefore we shall only show that

[ris,]u(|[(2*)2 + c2]*) 0
J4

(3.46)

In fact, we have

[f(*)]u(£[(2A0V]*)

[tp] I (| [(2N)2 + c2] *) J' 74 (| [(27V)2 + c2] 1)

• // |W(x)||W(y)| |/ |lV(0|sinJV|z-t|sinJV|t-dd< rfxrfj/ -» 0 (3.47)
JJtr? Un J w-*°°

as a consequence of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma and of the dominated convergence

theorem.«

Before giving the main result of this section we want to single out the special case in

which the impurity W has compact support contained in a lattice cell.
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Proposition 3.5. IfW < 0 has compact support entirely contained in a lattice cell and is

bounded, then Ha — X[W[ has only one bound state in each sufficiently remote gap of its

essential spectrum.

Proof: Without loss of generality, we can assume that supp W is entirely contained inside

the lattice ceU centred at 0.

First of all, we notice that in this case

\W\kîla - E)-1^ tP(E) + tP(E) + tP(E) (3.48)

with

where

TP(E) {m)2^{E)" \W\UV(E) (\wMKE),) (3.49)

where

'¦y(E) cos k(E)x
tâ\x,E)={ ], (3.50)

t'sinA:(£)x

tP(E) -m™^[W[\e\E) ([W[h(2\E),) (3.51)

/¦y(E) sin k(E)x \
42)(x,£)= (3.52)

\ — i cos k(E)x

and the entries of ts, (E) have the following integral kernels

[tp]u(x,y;E) -^-[W(x)[h s\nk(E)[x -y[\W(y)[i (3.53)

[tp]i2(x,y;E)= ^[WWfi sgn(x - y) cosk(E)(x - y)[W(y)\h (3.54)

[tP] 2i
(x, y,E) - [tp] i2

(x, y; E) (3.55)
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[^L^^Wn1*'^ (3-56)

We recall that the eigenvalues of A|W|3(/f„ — £)-1|W|2 are increasing functions of E

inside each gap and that for our purpose we may neglect the negative rank-one operator

TO (E). Furthermore, we have that Ta (E) vanishes at the left endpoint of each gap so

that the positive part of A|W|3(.r7a - £)-1|W|3 at the left endpoint is simply given by

that of Xta (E), whose greatest eigenvalue is less than one provided N is sufficiently large

as a consequence of Lemma 3.4.. This fact and the divergence of Xta (E) at the right

endpoint of each gap imply that for N sufficiently large the greatest positive eigenvalue as

an increasing function of E will always cross the horizontal line p(E) 1 from which we

obtain the existence of at least a bound state in each sufficiently remote gap.

By repeating the argument of (1) at the right endpoint we have that the number of

bound states in the gap (e°n(0), § [(2N)2 + c2] 5
J is bounded by

1 + Xtp(i[(2N)2 + c2}^
4

J4N^°°
1 (3.57)

as follows from Lemma 3.4., which implies that there will only be one bound state in each

sufficiently remote gap .¦

It also follows easily from Proposition 3.5. that if W is supported in only one lattice cell

and A is sufficiently small Ha — X[W[ has only one bound state in each gap of its essential

spectrum.

At this point we state and prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.6. If W < 0 satisfies (1.1) then
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i) VX > 0, the number of bound states of the Dirac Hamiltonian Ha - X[W[ inside any

gap of its essential spectrum is finite;

ii) there exists at least a bound state of Ha — X[W[ in each sufficiently remote gap;

Hi) the number of bound states in each sufficiently remote gap of the type

(^(2W0),-5[(2iV)2 + c2]*)

(^(0),|[(27V)2 + c2]2)

is bounded by

1 + ÏE/ \m\\W(x)\dx
m€ZJlm

(3.58)

where [x] denotes the integral part of x and a similar estimate holds for the gaps of the

other type.

Proof: The proof of the existence of eigenvalues of IIa — X[W[ in each sufficiently remote

gap follows exactly the same lines of that in Proposition 3.5. since for our purpose we may

neglect the negative trace-class operator ri '(E) + t0 '(E) and since the positive trace-class

operator ts, '(E) + tP(E) vanishes at the left endpoint of each gap so that ii) follows from

Lemma 3.4..

By repeating the argument of Theorem 4.1. in (1) we get that the number of bound

states of Ha - X\W\ in the gap E%N(0), § [(2N)2 + c2] 3 j is bounded by

1 + dim(,iCo) (ATP (j [(2N)2 + c2] i) + Xtp (j [(2JV)2 + c2] *)) (3.59)

and similarly for the gaps of the same type located in the negative part of the spectrum.
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By using an argument similar to that of Theorem XIII.80 in (8) we obtain that the

quantity in (3.59) is bounded by

1 + dim,!,«) (A?P (f [(2A02 + c2] *)) + dim,!,«,, (aT<5> (| [(2JV)2 + c2] *)) (3.60)

which in its turn is bounded by

1 + A \\tP (| [(2A02 + c2] *) jj + A" ||fj5> (| [(2AT)2 + c2] *)

proving i).

Jl
(3.61)

J4

From Lemma 3.3. and Lemma 3.4. we obtain that for N sufficiently large the integral

part of the quantity in (3.61) is given by the quantity in (3.58) which implies the upper

bound iii).»

Therefeore, we may have more than one bound state for Ha — X\W[ in each remote gap

of its essential spectrum.

The possibility of having more than one bound state in each sufficiently remote gap of

Vess(Ha — X\W\) is related to the existence of the so-called "Dirac impurity states"or "Dirac

localised states", i.e. relativistic bound states which have no non-relativistic analogue since

they merge with the band edges in the NR limit (c —? 00), according to the terminology

introduced in papers such as (4) and (5).

We would like to recall here that (5) is concerned with the relativistic version of the

Krönig -Penney model with a substitutional impurity given by a 6—function of different

strength at one of the lattice sites.

In our analysis, in which we have used a more realistic impurity given by a short-

range potential in the sense of (1.1), we have seen that the existence of a possible Dirac

impurity state inside the gap I E%N(0), § [(2N)2 + c2] 3 j for TV large and similarly for the
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correspondent gap in the negative part of the spectrum is related to the existence of En

inside that gap for which the operator Xt„ (En) has an eigenvalue equal to one since the

- (2\
the bound state arising from the divergence of the rank-one operator Ts, (E) at the right

endpoint of the gap has always a relativistic counterpart.

Remark.It follows from (3.58) that if

A|a| Y I [m[[W(x)[dx<< c2

mgZ Jim

such Dirac impurity states cannot appear.

Finally, we want to point out that the case of an interstitial impurity given by

-X6(- - 2fhw), A > 0

for a certain m £ TL is quite peculiar and perhaps a bit misleading if one were to consider

it as a starting point in order to carry out the general analysis about Dirac localised states.

In fact, assuming without loss of generality that m 0 and that

(x)\dx l,
Jn

by using a method similar to that of (3), Chapterl.3.2 we get that in this particular case

the Birman-Schwinger kernel is simply given by

-A|W|2Ga(0,0; E)\W\t ~Â^§- (W)-1 tan k(E)w {\W\\ ® 0} {{\W\\ ® 0}, ¦) +

+X2^(F)m cot k{E)w {0 ® m'1} ({0 ® |W^}' ') (3-62)

which shows that the origin of the relativistic bound state is purely "positronic" and therefore

there is no non-relativistic counterpart in agreement with the Saxon-Hutner result

see (3) and (9)) for the non-relativistic case, according to which the gaps of the type
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(E%N(Q),N2) do not contain bound states of the Schrôdinger Hamiltonian Ha — X6(-) if

a < 0,A > 0.

Such a situation is completely different from the case of real interactions for which the

"electronic component" of ts, (E) is always different from zero.
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